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FROM TEAM IMPETUS
We take immense pride and pleasure in
bringing you Impetus, the brain child of the
Department of Electronics. We’ve Made
sure that the contents of the magazine
are explicitly chosen to suit the standards
of electronics students of all years. We
welcome you to this wonderful journey of
electronics.
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From The
HOD’s Desk:-

The Electronics Engineers Association,being one of the largest student bodies of

Madras Institute of Technology, paves way for students to develop their technical
Tip!
intellect and skills. Impetus, the Official Magazine of EEA includes multitude of
genres that will help others to know more about EEA and our department . It
also includes technical articles and facts that will satisfy one’s thirst to knowledge.
For over three months team Impetus worked together tirelessly to prepare and
publish the magazine. Impetus is an embodiment of all achievements and success
of the students of Department of Electronics.
Dr M.Ganesh Madhan
Head Of Department
Department of Electronics Engineering
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Department

Of Electronics

Engineering

IMPORTANT LABORATORIES

INFO
The
Department
of
Electronics
Engineering
established in the year 1949 has its
core strength in the area of Electronics and
Communication technology. This is the largest
department of the MIT campus of Anna University,
which has about 25 faculty members serving
about 400 undergraduate students and 100
postgraduate students. The cutting-edge research
areas include Communication Technologies
Wireless Communication, Signal Processing, Image
Processing & Pattern Recognition,
Network
Security, Sensor Networks, Optical Communication
and VLSI. The department is supported by DST FIST & UGC –DRS-SAP Phase II program.
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Netwoking Laboratory

Radio frequency
laboratory
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Digital signal processing

4

communication laboratory
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VLSI Laboratory

The academic programs have an optimum mix of Electronics,
Communication and ComputerEngineering and adherence to strict
quality norms in teaching and evaluation has always been the strength
of the department. Students are enabled to be socially conscience and
technologically skilled so as to contribute towards socially relevant
technical problems of contemporary India. The department has
collaborative partners from academia and industryboth locally and
worldwide.

pillars of eea
teaching faculty - 40
non - teaching faculty - 13

EEA Staff President(2018-19):- Dr K.Mariammal

The Electronics Engineers Association carries out various government aided and
individual projects. EEA is inaugurated every year by the Head Of Department and
the Dean. The office bearers are duly elected before the inauguration. EEA, over the
years has carried out many real time executable projects. The electric bell in our college
was designed and programmed by one of our seniors. EEA has also supported projects
like automatic lights and automatic motor operation in MIT Hostels. Weekly sessions
are conducted regarding MATLAB and other basic technologies required to enrich the
knowledge of Electronic Engineers. Symposiums like Apocalypse and Electrofocus are
conducted every year with grandeur and perfection. Workshops are conducted by final
year students and various Companies. Every year, the last day of Electrofocus provides
a platform for Senior - Junior interaction through an Alumni meet. In 2017,the meet
soared to success on even larger magnitude where alumni from past 40 years graced
the occasion.
This year, EEA was inaugurated on September 4th and Apocalypse ‘18, the intra
college technical symposium was held on September 28, 29 which involved active
participation of all the students from the department.
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DACTYL

- THE GEN NEXT HUMANS

Everyone knows that robots
are modern wonders but
what if it imitates a human.
What if I say a bot can imitate
every single movement of our
hand. Gripping something
with your hand is one of the
first things you learn to do as
an infant, but it’s far from a
simple task, and gets more
complex and varied as you
grow up. This complexity
makes it difficult for machines
to teach themselves to do it,
but researchers at Elon Musk
and Sam Altman-backed
OpenAI, the non-profitable
AI research company, have
created a system that not only
holds and manipulates objects
much like a human hand does,
but develops these behaviors
all on its own.
Researchers
at
OpenAI,
introduced Dactyl, an AI
system trained to control a
robotic hand. According to the
researchers, the system can
manipulate physical objects in
the hand with dexterity which
before was never possible for
an AI.
Many robots and robotic
hands are already proficient at
certain grips or movements.
A robot in a factory can wield
a bolt gun more dexterously
than a person. But the software
that lets that robot do that
task so well is likely to be
hand-written and extremely
specific to that application.
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You couldn’t ,for example, such as the cube’s size or the
give it a pencil and ask it to angle of gravity, and then
write. Even some other work randomized those variables.
on the same production line, They had multiple simulated
like welding, would require a hands doing this at once.
whole new system.
By pushing Dactyl to adapt
Yet for a human, picking up to so many different virtual
an apple isn’t that different scenarios, the researchers
from picking up a cup. There prepared the AI to adapt to
are differences, but our brain scenarios in the real world.
automatically fills in the
The system, which they
gaps and we can hold an call Dactyl, was provided only
unfamiliar object securely. with the position of its fingers
This is one area where robots and three camera views of
lag severely behind their the object in-hand. But when
human counterparts. And it was being trained, all this
fur thermore,
you can’t just
train a bot
DACTYL- hundred years of experience in 50
to do what
humans do .
You’d have to provide millions data simulation takes place in
of examples to adequately a virtual environment. Here,
show what a human could the computer doesn’t have to
do in handling thousands of work in real time. It can try a
given objects.
thousand different ways of
OpenAI’s researchers felt gripping an object in a few
that the solution was not to seconds, analyzing the results
use human data . Instead, they and feeding that data forward
let the computer try and fail into the next try. The hand
over and over in a simulation, itself is a Shadow Dexterous
slowly learning how to move Hand, which is more complex
its fingers so that the object than most robotic hands.
in its grasp moves as desired.
In addition to handling
The researchers trained Dactyl different objects and poses
in a simulated environment the system needed to learn,
i.e, a digital setting with a other randomized parameters,
computer-generated
hand like the amount of friction the
using a technique called fingertips should have, the
domain randomization. They colors and lighting of the scene
added certain parameters into and more. You can’t simulate
their simulated environment, every aspect of reality, but you

can make sure that your
system doesn’t work only
in a blue room, on cubes
with special markings on
them.
They threw a lot of
power into the problem:
6144 CPUs and 8 GPUs,
“collecting
about
one hundred years of
experience in 50 hours.”
And then they put the
system to work in real
world for the first time
and it demonstrated some
surprisingly
human-like
b e h av i ors
such
as
f i n g e r
pivoting
,
sliding
and finger
gaiting .
The
things that
we do with
our
hands
without even noticing, like
turning an apple around
to check for bruises or
passing a mug of coffee
to a friend, use lots of
tiny tricks to stabilize or
move the object. Dactyl
recreated many of them.
For example holding the
object with a thumb and
a single finger while using
the rest to spin it to the
desired orientation.
What’s
great
about

this system is not just
the spontaneity of its
movements which were
achieved independently
by trial and error, but that
it isn’t tied to any particular
shape or type of object.
Just like a human, Dactyl
can grip and manipulate
just about anything you
put in its hand, within
reason of course.
his flexibility is called
generalization, and it is
important for the robots

interacting with the real
world. It’s impossible
to hand-code separate
behaviors for every object
and situation in the world,
but a robot that can adapt
and fill in the gaps while
relying on a set of core
understandings can get
by.
The researchers trained
Dactyl using the same
algorithm that they used
for OpenAI Five, a team

of five neural networks
trained to play the
computer strategy game
DOTA 2. Dactyl’s success
proves it’s possible to
build a general-purpose
algorithm that can teach
an AI to complete two
entirely different tasks. This
could make it much easier
for researchers to train
an AI for lots of different
purposes in the future,
since they wouldn’t need
to start the process from
scratch.
And this might be a
stepping stone for a
perfect humanoid that can
do whatever a human’s
involuntary actions do and
we cannot be surprised
even if it surpasses the
humans .

ARAVIND KANNAN.V
2017504509
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ELECTROFOCUS ‘18

ABOUT THE SYMPOSIUM:
Electrofocus-18, conducted for the academic
year 2017-18, by the student organisationElectronics Engineers Association on
9th and 10th of March 2018 had a
number of events and workshops
with the aim of instilling the spirit
of engineering and to produce
socially responsible and globally
competitive engineers.

PRE-SYMPOSIUM:
Promotions:
Event brochures were sent to 500 colleges
across Tamil Nadu. In addition, social
media outlets like Facebook,
Whatsapp and Instagram were
acclimated to promote the
event among students.

PERFECTION
IS OUR
PRACTICE

DURING SYMPOSIUM

Non technical events:

Technical Events:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battling binary
Liase the link
Silicon siege
E-design
Mu Pros and cons
Work the network
Techno wizards
C Struck
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Math maverick
Q-Fiesta
IPL Auction
Treasure Hunt
Managers unplugged
Gaming

PRESENTATION EVENTS:
•
Paper Presentation: Six panels each of different stream screened 110 participants and best
paper award was given to one paper per panel.PG students of the Department of Electronics were the
panel members.
•
Hope Circuit: It is a circuit presentation event exclusively for FIRST YEAR MIT students. More than
15 teams of two or three members participated.
•
Project Display: In this event 20 teams presented live demos of their projects and were judged
by staff members of our Department.
ROBOTIC EVENTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Terrain Rover
Jallikattu Jockeys
Robo-Calypse
Maze Runner
Line Follower
Robo Soccer League

WORKSHOPS:
Electofocus marked the enrichment of students’ knowledge through 9 different workshops like,
Trends in Semiconductor Technology by SAMSUNG
Data Centres and Data Centre Security- by CISCO
5G-Wireless Communication and MPLS Networking by BSNL
PSoCs and Capacitive Sensing Technolgy - By Cypress Semiconductors
Android App Development:
Deep Learning using Python:
Internet of Things:
Measurement of Testing:
Ethical hacking and Cyber Security.
SPONSORS:
ELECTROFOCUS-18 had both Technical and Non-Technical Sponsors. UNIQ Technologies, the knowledge partner provided interns and IPTs for winners. Poorvika Mobiles provided Mementos to the event
winners. TIME Education supported the symposium as the print partner.
POST-SYMPOSIUM:
E-FOCUS’18 was successfully conducted and the cleanliness of the campus was ensured throughout the symposium and maximum effort was taken not to disturb the environment of college campus
in all ways.

Siva Athithyan
2014504041
Chairman EEA (2017-18)
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THE TRILLIUM TREASURE
Arm’s Project Trillium Offers the Industry’s Most
Scalable, Versatile ML Compute Platform

Highlights:
A new suite of Arm(Advanced RISC Machines) IP (Intellectual
Property) brings machine learning (ML) to edge devices.
• With architectures built for high-performance and efficiency;
Arm ML and Object Detection (OD) processors will deliver the
best user experiences across the broadest range of applications.
•
The new products will enable trillions of
ML
operations
per
second
on
mobile
devices.
•

Arm has announced detection.
Project Trillium, a suite of
ML technologies today
Arm IP including new highly tend to focus on specific
scalable processors that device classes or the needs
will deliver enhanced
machine learning (ML)
and neural network
(NN) functionality. The
current technologies
are focused on the
mobile
market
and will enable a
new class of MLequipped devices with
advanced computing
capabilities, including
state-of-the-art object
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of individual sectors. Arm’s
Project Trillium changes
that by offering ultimate
scalability. While the initial
launch focuses on mobile
processors, future Arm ML
products will deliver the
ability to move up or down
the performance curve –
from sensors and smart
speakers, to mobile, home
entertainment, and beyond.
The Arm ML
processor is built from the
ground-up,
specifically
for ML. It is based on the
highly

scalable Arm ML

architecture and achieves the highest performance and efficiency for ML
applications:
• For mobile computing, the processor delivers more than 4.6 trillion
operations per second (TOPs) with a further uplift of 2x-4x in effective
throughput in real-world through intelligent data management.
• Unmatched
performance
in
thermal
and
costconstrained
environments
with
an
efficiency
of
over
three trillion operations per second per watt (TOPs/W).
• The Arm OD processor has been designed specifically to efficiently identify
people and other objects with virtually unlimited objects per frame
• Real-time detection with Full HD processing at 60 frames per second
• Up to 80x the performance of a traditional DSP, and a significant
improvement in detection quality relative to previous Arm technologies.
The rapid acceleration of artificial intelligence into edge

devices is placing increased requirements for innovation to address
and compute while maintaining a power efficient footprint. To
meet this demand, Project Trillium will serve a greater purpose.

D.POOJA
2015504605
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PLACEMENT DETAILS
Placements are an embodiment of success. Over the years, both Under
Graduate and Post Graduate students of the Department have played crucial
roles in the upliftment of various companies like HP, IBM, SAMSUNG, QUALCOMM, CYPRESS,BHARTI AIRTEL, SONY and SIEMENS TECHNOLOGY in different fields. In addition, many electronic engineers are pursuing their Masters
Degree in esteemed Institutions both in India and abroad.

PLACEMENT DETAILS - UG
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PROJECT MITHUB- MIT’s VERY OWN DEVELOPER
PROGRAMME

Hello! fellow Mitians. We all know that the technical knowledge(skill of developing
engineering projects) that a person has, is always acquired through external learning, be
it workshops, via the internet or through other media. One cannot hope to learn about
any current hot technologies that are in huge demand by studying our current syllabus
which was framed decades ago.
We are not going to bore you by criticising the education board or saying things which
you already know. But what we are about to say now is going to help the students of our
college acquire technical knowledge with ease. By saying “with ease” we mean that one
does not have to search all over the internet or ask questions in quora like: “How do I
learn xyz? What should I do to join this xyz company?”. All you have to do is go and access
the knowledge of someone who has already gone through your situation. But here is the
catch: If you could not find it there you get to be the contributor who goes through the
difficult task of searching in the internet and share your knowledge to your fellow people.
This is the idea of MITHUB:An open source developer platform where everyone shares
their technical knowledge as well as gain knowledge on new technologies. This is not
restricted to just one stream (elex, algo or mech). It is open to every student in our college
irrespective of his/her department. This is inspired from the famous developer platform,
GITHUB.
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So this is how we plan to go about the idea of MITHUB:
1)People can access the available resources in MITHUB which are currently
hosted in MITRA’s(MIT Robotics Association) gdrive. Currently we have resources on
Embedded systems (Arduino and microcontrollers), Python(You can learn the basics
of Python through our resources we have collected over time), Image Processing(using
the OpenCV module of Python), Networking using Python(for IoT applications),
MATLAB tutorials and softwares and setups for Python, Fritzing(a virtual platform for
PCB design). We are going to add resources for 3D model designing using Solidworks
and other useful stuff like Ansys which will be useful for mech stream students.
2)What good is a platform if it has no content? This is where the main feature of
MITHUB comes into play. Students can contribute resources on anything they are
experienced in and feel that they would be useful for others. For example, a student
who has learnt Machine Learning during the summer holidays in some institute or over
the internet can create example programs explaining the basic concepts of ML with
comments in it. People who are working in the annual Baja and Supra competitions
can maintain resources on the effective designs and document it, which can be of
great help for the juniors who take the responsibility the next year. Students who
learn about Django and other web framework scripting platforms can share materials
which will be of great help to others who are working on web designing applications.
You can also share materials on anything other than what we have talked about here,
provided they arewell documented.
3)The student can send it to us using the gform we host and one of the people who
maintain MITHUB will review it and either add it to our current repository or ask you
for further edits. We plan to have this kind of a structure instead of directly giving the
contributor access to edit MITHUB to prevent damage to the already hosted contents
in MITHUB.
4)Students who actively contribute to MITHUB will be recognized and awarded
accordingly at the end of the academic year. Points will be awarded to students based
on their contribution.The materials which are needed the most by MITHUB will be
posted in the submission platform and those who contribute those materials will be
given bonus points. People who contribute the highest resources in each stream will
be awarded with genuine products which will aid them in their future projects. We are
planning for such a system as we want to acknowledge students for their contribution
and encourage active contribution among the students from all streams alike. Students
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We are going to elaborate on the vision we have for MITHUB. We feel that the students of
our college who come from economically poor background are finding it difficult to learn
stuff which have been mentioned here. The benefits such students can acquire from this
platform are humongous and it is totally free and open source. This is another way to where
seniors can help their fellow juniors of our college by contributing their knowledge to this
platform( I personally have begun to collect all the question papers for my department
subjects and I have hosted a personal G-Drive which can be accessed by seniors and juniors
alike which can either be used for studying or brush up topics for placement preparation).
Imagine a scenario: Let us say the students of a certain department are working on a robotics application. For example, an autonomous car which utilises computer vision to drive in
Indian roads. Once the project has been completed they can host it in MITHUB and in the
future students who plan to improve the efficiency of such a car can use these resources
instead of having to start from the beginning this saves time and improves the standard of
our technical projects and resources. The successors of this batch of students can further
refine the project. Gradually this will lead to the development of a quality car which can
even match industrial standards though it might take years to get there. Imagine a scenario
where students are participating in a competition(any competition be it programming,robotics,automobile development or anything else) they can make use of the strategies and
methods which have been posted by their seniors in MITHUB and thus they will have an
edge over the others. These kind of open source communities tend to improve the technical
strength of our college.
And thus we make my conclusion hoping students who read this will contribute actively
to this ambitious project of ours or help us maintain it properly. This is the easiest way in
which you can help your juniors. Adios.
Access the contents of MITHUB here: https://drive.google.com/open?id=10IPhG1CUEQiznO41fa3KvBQZKDmNsRyL
Register for content Maintenance here:
https://goo.gl/forms/26x1b2oar8keCvOx2
Make your contributions to MITHUB here: https://goo.gl/forms/b2iYQ0kq8BxOmoZs1

BY-TEAM MITRA
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LAB EQUIPMENTS

PULSED LASER SYSTEM:-

SPECTROMETER:-

2,50,000/-

With modern electronics equipments and
ther ensured prection, The Department
of Electronics provides a greater platform
to all the students to have hands on
experiment of what they encounter in
theoretical aspects

24,00,000/-

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE:-

HIGH PRESSURE CELL:-

1,90,000/-
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1,90,000/-

LABORATORIES

The department of Electronics has various laboratory
amenities like circuits laboratory for electronics ,well
equipped RF laboratory that carries out many on
going projects,VLSI laboratory for real time learning
,Networking and Communication systems laboratory
which includes sufficient computers for all students

Enriching the engineering minds
through practical knowledge
is the primary aim of all our
laboratoreis.

Also ,there is the research Scholars lab and
NHHID laboratory for research purposes.
Microwave and Optical communication
laboratory includes Klystron and gun diodes
and the Digital Signal Processing laboratory
possesses MATLAB and Code compressor
studio softwares.
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FOREIGN TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAMME
A VISIT TO MELBOURNE – World's most liveable city
Foreign Technical Training Programme (FTTP) introduced by the Government of
Tamil Nadu in the year 2016. Under the scheme, students are selected based on merits
obtained till the pre-final year in the Anna University and its University Department
located across Tamil Nadu. The scheme was funded by the Government to visit a
foreign university to collaborate and work on a project. The travel and other allowances
are funded by the Government.
For the academic year 2017-2018, the project title is ‘Making Chennai - A Smart City’ and
the program is to collaborate with the Swinburne University, Melbourne, Australia.
Students were selected and informed regarding the program. Passports were collected
and visa were arranged. After meeting the Chief Minister at Secretariat on May 16,
2018 we flew to Melbourne on May 19 via. Colombo. After a long flight to Melbourne
on May 20 and a day to recover the following morning on May 21, we went to the
university. We were received there by Mr. Karan Kapoor, faculty-in-charge of the
Swinburne University. We had opportunity to visit the university laboratories and
it was delightful. We were divided into groups along with student-guide to guide us
around different departments in the university. The campus tour consisted of a 2-hour
lecture describing the culture diversity and Indo-Aussie relationship. Also, later we
were briefed about the purpose of the visit and further proceedings regarding the
project. We were divided into groups and we asked to work on a specific title and
submit the report.
PROJECT WORK:
The project, Passenger count in GPS buses with Smart Display system was studied.
In Melbourne, bus-stop, stations are equipped with a smart-display board displaying
the time of arrival of all buses which helps the passengers to plan themselves and also
help in guiding them if in case they had missed their daily-routine bus. Though, this
kind of system is already in use in Bengaluru, the system can be
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further improved by displaying the passenger count in the buses, which helps to avoid
boarding crowded buses and take another if enough time is available. The passenger
count is obtained from ticket-issuing system and sent to the cloud and from there it can
be retrieved to be displayed in the display-boards at the bus-stops. Also, smart card can
be issued which makes the system supportive.
Other topics such as Smart Card system (public transport), Smart camera monitoring
(speed-limit), eco-friendly trash-bin, tourist information centre development, traffic
regulation system, Under-ground drainage system, city metro water system and emergency
system available in the city were studied.
SITE-VISITS IN MELBOURNE:
A Meeting with a Parliament member of the Victoria State Assembly was arranged in the
Victoria Parliament. We were present in the Parliament in the evening and we had good
opportunity to see different houses inside the Parliament.
A Visit to the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) was arranged and there we went inside
the stadium and on the field. It was soccer season then. In Australia, Cricket is played
during summer and Soccer in the winter. We were shown the dressing room of the
players and the commentary box of the stadium. We also visited the famous National
Sport Museum present in the ground floor of the stadium.
At Melbourne Planetarium, a show about ‘Black Holes’ was arranged which lasted for
about an hour. During the weekend, a trip was arranged to visit the Twelve Apostles stack
off the shore of the Port Campbell National Park by the Great Ocean Road in Victoria.
Other places such as Melbourne University, Victoria State Library, Queen Victoria Market,
QV Mall, Yarra River, South Melbourne Beach, St. Kilda Beach were visited during the
leisure.
After the final presentation at the university lecture theatre on June 1, we started from
Melbourne Airport on June 2 and flew back home and reached Chennai early morning
(2:00 am) June 3. It was a wonderful life-time experience staying at Melbourne for about
two-weeks.

-SHATISH BALAJI R,
2015504537

-Alexpandian
2015504016

ECE – (2015-2019),
FTTP – MELBOURNE.
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crosswords:-

1
3

2
courtesy-S.Siva surjith
2017504583

5

4
6

8

7
9
10
11
13

12

15

14
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Questions a have been listed in accordance with the order in the crossword.
ACROSS :
2. A diagram that shows the electrical connections of the electronics components.
5. Current is considered to be the movement of
6. A voltage source that converts chemical energy to electrical energy .
8. A flow of electric charge.
10. A characteristic of a secondary cell.
11. A material that is composed of a mixture of elements.
12. The term used to designate electrical pressure.
15. A short circuit will have a
current flow.
16. The part of an atom that has no electric charge.

Answers:-
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11) Compound
1) Parallel
12) Voltage
2) Switch
2) Schematic 13) Element
14) Ammeter
3) Insulator
15) Large
4) Ampere
16) Neutron
5) Electrons
6) Battery
7) Thermistor
8) Coulomb (D)
8) Current (A)
9) Proton
10) Rechargeability

DOWN:
1. A voltmeter is used in
with the circuit.
2. A device that opens or completes an electical path.
3. A material that opposes the movement of free electrons.
4. One coulomb passing a point in one second.
7. A resistive component that is designed to be temperature sensitive.
8. A unit of charge that contains 6.25 X 1018 electrons.
9. An atom’s atomic number is determined by its number of
13. A substance that is found only in its pure form
14. It is used to measure current.
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